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DroefMeeting Minutes – September 24th, 2019 
1. Opening 

There were no comments on the last Droef Meeting minutes, except for the Agata becoming the 

treasurer of Droef. 

2. A chat with Eugene – Droevendaal’s caretaker 

a. Yearly inspections of houses and gardens & removal of trash from the gardens 

Eugene: The yearly Idealis inspection of Droef houses and gardens will take place in the week 

from the Monday the 30th of September – Friday the 4th of October. A checklist of what is 

going to be checked can be found on Idealis website(1), as well as in your email. Idealis is 

also not very happy about the trash/stuff that is lying around Droevendaal and in some of 

the gardens. 

People generally agree with Eugene that is not nice to have stuff lying around. A big container 

for waste will be arranged and placed at the entrance of Droef.  

b. Removal of old caravans and mobile homes 

Eugene: It seems that some of the caravans and mobile homes parked in Droef have not been 

used already for a long time and are ‘permanently’ covering some parking spots.  

Owners of caravan/mobile houses will take action to get rid of unused vehicles.  

Luc will add a note in the welcome packages, inviting new inhabitants of Droef to declare if they 

own any mobile homes/caravan. In this way, we hope to be able to keep track of the vehicles 

parked in Droef.  

3. Droef Internal Services 

a. Droevendaal Sound System 

Momo (103) presented the proposal for a Droevendaal Sound System (proposal & contract 

attached to the Agenda of the Meeting).  

So far, a draft of the contract has been outlined but it would be better to finalize it with the 

contribution of more people. Max (67) suggests that people interested in giving input regarding 

this proposal should join the Sound System Commitee to make a final contract and present it at 

the next Droef Meeting.  

In addition, more people asked if it would be possible to pay back the initial cost of the Sound 

System to the Droef bank account  The Sound System committee together with the Droef Council 

is going to look into a possible way to share renting profits between a Maintenance fund and 

the Droef bank account.  

Momo will look also into the possibility of contracting an insurance to cover the maintenance/ 

possible technical problems of the Sound System. At the moment we know that a general 

                                                           

1: https://www.idealis.nl/en/knowledge-base/question/#/node/1624 

https://www.idealis.nl/en/knowledge-base/question/#/node/1624
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insurance would cost 4-6€ per month. At the next meeting Momo will be able to give us further 

details about what can be covered by the insurance.  

b. Using Kialo as an online platform for discussion 

Eli introduces Kialo, the online platform for discussion which has been in a test phase since last 

Droef Meeting. At the moment three topics are available for discussions on Kialo: 

- Destiny of Give away shop 

- Closing the Droef road to cars 

- The potential of Kialo 

During the test phase, on average 20 people have participated in each discussion. The fact that 

this discussion platform is an online tool is seen as a barrier by some people. As a result of the 

first discussion, a new possible concept for the Give-away shop came out. The idea is to have a 

big box where everyone can drop the stuff to give away and then a group of volunteers will share 

the tasks to take out the stuff from the box, sort it out, select nice stuff for the give-away shop 

and bring away/donate the rest.  

c. New committees for Droef services 

i. Give-away shop 

Max (67) suggest to turn the Give-away shop in a monthly event, where everyone can exchange 

clothes. A new committee is formed to take care of the situation and decide what they want to 

do with the current give-away system. 

New Committee: Momo (103), Camilla (93), Maura (107), Viktor (39) and Matika (107) and Vicky 

(105), Jeroen (57), Eleanor (41).  

The new committee has the responsibility to make the Give-away shop a nice place and can 

choose its own concept in order to do so. They will post their new concept (once elaborated) in 

Kialo. 

ii. Trash Committee 

New member: Florian (49) joins the trash committee,  Agata will leave it. 

4. Droef organization 

a. Treasurer of the Daily Living Council 

At the last Droef Meeting, Agata (105) was elected as new Treasurer of Droef.  

b. Chair of the Common Barrack Committee 

There is an open position as Chair of The Common Barrack Commitee! 

A volunteer is needed ! A list of the tasks as Chair of the CB Committee will be posted on FB and 

on Droef website. Have a look at it and apply! 

5. Living Lab Droevendaal Committee and representatives 

So far, Max (67) and Lotje (former 57) have  been joining the meeting of Idealis about the Living 

Lab (For more information, see previous minutes). Lotje recently left Droevendaal, therefore 

someone needs  to substitute her in joining these meetings [Volunteers: Eline Floor, Marco (87) 
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and Lindy (51)]. People with knowledge in sustainable housing and Dutch student housing 

system would be of great help. 

Max (67): If we really want to play a role in the decision of building a Living Lab in the Droef field, 

we should start by monitoring the process with which Idealis is looking into Building the 

Living Lab. It seems that the strategy of Idealis is to first look at what they can build and then 

look at where to place the building. Therefore, it would be ideal to start looking at the reports 

produced during the ACT projects sponsored by Idealis.  

A Living Lab Droevendaal Committee is needed to monitor this process. 

Volunteers: Tejal (55), Jeroen (57), Lindy (51), Momo (103), Eli (), Margherita (33) Clara (93) 

Djoerd (65) Sara (71)  

Jonathan (89) suggests to organize a petition against the building of a Living Lab in the field and 

to collect signatures in Droevendaal.  

Luc (37): Idealis will very probably join the next Droefmeeting (December) to talk about this topic. 

And this autumn, Idealis will also send its yearly Liveability Survey (“leefbaarheidsenquête”) 

where we can mention our thoughts. 

6. New VOKO order 

The pick up of VOKO has been organized in time slots. Check the time slot for your house before 

going to the CB to pick up your order! 

Volunteers for unloading the truck on October 3rd : Matika (107), Viktor (39), Marco (107), Florian 

(49), Claire (105), Sara (71), Solina (69) and Francesca (49), Luca (31) and Maura (107).  

7. Green Group 

Ferran (45): In 2000, Droevendaal and Idealis reached an agreement to take care of the green 

spaces of Droevendaal. Tasks were shared between Idealis, who hired an ecological gardener 

and us, who started the Green Group. The Green Group plays a key role in the management 

of the vegetation in Droevendaal. By collectively participating in the Green Work Days we 

also reduce our maintenance costs.  

The actual Committee of the Green Group may have to change in about a year, so any volunteer 

is welcome to step in now. For further information, you can contact Ferran (45). Next incoming 

action: Cleaning the pond!  

N. B: When you have to chop down a tree, consult the Green Group first. You could get a fine 

for chopping the wrong tree! 

-There are two tents in the Paradise walk that should be removed. 

-Question for the Green Group: Eli would like to know what is the ecological impact of having a 

party on the Droef Island. 
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8. New ideas  

Max (67)  is proposing a new romantic idea: an internal Droef Bike Service.  

The idea is to gather unused/ abandoned bikes from all the gardens of Droef and to fix some of 

them to have a “stock” of bikes that can be used/rented by everyone in the Community when 

needed.   

Sebastian (a non- Droef inhabitant, often fixing bicycles in the garden of 45) is willing to join this 

Committee (if it is formed) and help. His suggestion is to bring all the unused/ broken bikes next 

to the bike shed so that he can have a look at them and make a selection. The rest can be thrown 

away in the big container placed at the entrance of Droef by Idealis.  

Volunteers Droef Bike Committee: Matika (107), Momo (103), Kamau, Florian (49), Mael, Lea, 

Martin (67), Sara (71), Luca (31) , Maura (107), Margherita (33) , Jeroen (57), Viktor (39),  

9. Question round 

We skip the question round 

10.  Meeting recap 

a. Clean houses and gardens for Idealis’ yearly inspection 

b. Participate in the creation of rules to use the Droef Sound System 

c. Test Kialo to discuss about important things! 

d. A chair is needed in the Common Barrack Committee 

e. A Committee is requested to monitor the Living Lab Droef project 

f. A representative is required for the Living Lab Droef project 

g. Make sure to join the VOKO order in time! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Minutes by Agata, edited by Agata, Luc and Max. 




